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Two Potential Topics

• Computational modeling of 
predictive coding for self-
cognition by NAO
– How can the self/non-self be 

detected based on its 
predictability?

• Behavioral experiment of self-
cognition using iCub with VR
– How is our body extended to 

the robot by controlling and 
perceiving the robot from its 
first-person’s view?
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Prediction error



Related Work:
Associative Learning for Self-Cognition

Early stage
No differentiation 
between self and others

Mirror neuron system

Later stage
Differentiation
between self and others

Motor output

Visual input

[Nagai et al., ICDL-EpiRob2011; Kawai et al., IROS2012]



Experimental Results:
Self-Other Discrimination and MNS
• Self-other 

discrimination 
through visual 
development

• Mirror neuron system 
acquired in the 
sensorimotor mapping 
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Questions

• How does the representation of 
the self/non-self develop in the 
neural network?
– Self-other correspondence
– Mirror neuron system

• How may relevant cognitive 
abilities be acquired as a result of 
predictive learning?
– Perspective taking
– Mirror test

• What are requirements for the neural network to enable a robot 
to learn the self/non-self?
– Type of recurrent neural network (e.g., RNNPB, MTRNN, etc.)
– Sensory and motor signals (e.g., vision, tactile, somatic senses, etc.)

Feedback

Prediction

Prediction error



[Theofilis, Orlosky, Nagai, & Kiyokawa, Humanoids 2016]



Related Work: 
Robot-Controlled Induction of Apparition

• What subjects do:
– Control the master robot with

his/her index finger, which actuates 
the slave robot

– Feel tactile feedback on his/her back
generated by the slave robot

• Results:
– Synchronous condition à self-touch, 

forward drift in self-location (with 
force feedback)

– Asynchronous condition (500ms
delay) à touched by other, feeling of
someone’s presence, backward drift 
in self-location (without force feedback)

that the felt touch was not caused by themselves but by
another person behind them who was touching their backs.
This was revealed by subjective evidence, that is, a decrease
in the reported feeling of touching one’s own body, an in-
crease in the feeling of being touched by somebody else,
and an increase in feeling the presence of another person un-
der asynchronous stimulation. Such reductions in self-touch
and agency for one’s actions have been reported before (vi-
sual-motor, audio-motor, and somatosensory-motor conflicts
[31–34]). Our data are the first to induce such changes in asso-
ciationwith the apparition or presence of another agent. Based
on the present findings, earlier data using trunk stimulation
[30], and theoretical considerations [35], we argue that the
sensorimotor arm-trunk conflict in association with strong
spatial incompatibility of self-touch induced the FoP.
In addition to explaining a fascinating phenomenon with a

rich cultural history, the present data are also of relevance
for the understanding of schizophrenic symptoms. Abnormal
integration of sensorimotor signals and their cortical repre-
sentations has been described in schizophrenic patients
[36] and has been associated with positive hallucinatory and
delusional symptoms [37, 38]. According to this view, positive
schizophrenic symptoms, such as alien voices and delusions
of control, are caused by central deficits in integrating pre-
dicted sensory consequences of own movements and the
respective reafferent signals. As a consequence, schizo-
phrenic patients under certain conditions may not perceive
self-generated sounds and movements as such but may
misperceive them as being generated by external agents (as
in the experience of alien voices or control of own movements
by others), and this is corroborated by behavioral and neuro-
imaging investigations [37, 39, 40]. The present data not only
account for a loss of agency in such patients but also show
that a conflict between proprioceptive-motor signals and
tactile feedback at a physically impossible position induced
the feeling of being in the presence of an alien agent and being
touched by that invisible person. Furthering the mechanistic
insight into the functional brain processes generating halluci-
nations and delusions, we show that simple sensorimotor
conflicts induced, in healthy subjects, an experience that
shares crucial aspects with positive, first-rank symptoms in
schizophrenia, including the apparition of the alien agent
[40, 41].
The FoP has fascinated mankind from time immemorial

across all cultures, impacting the literature of divinity, oc-
cultism, and fiction. The phenomenon continues to fascinate
humans today, as testified by several recent case collections
[4] and documentaries [13]. Collectively, the present neuroi-
maging and robotics data provide a solid scientific explanation

Figure 2. Master-Slave Robotic System and Tactile Full-Body Illusion in
Study 2

(A) A schematic view of the master haptic interface (Phantom Omni;
SensAbleTechnologies) and the slave robot are shown (see Movie S1; Fig-
ure S2; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Position of the slave robot
is controlled by the master robot, resulting in a total correspondence be-
tween themovements of the two devices (intrinsic delay < 1ms). The partic-
ipant moved the master robot via his right index finger (that was attached to
the robot), which actuated the movements of the slave robot that applied
touches to the participant’s back. In order to test the impact of robotically
controlled sensorimotor conflicts to induce changes in bodily self-con-
sciousness, we tested the following four experimental conditions: (2 3 2
factorial design) (1) synchronous with force feedback, (2) asynchronous
with force feedback, (3) synchronous with no force feedback, and (4) asyn-
chronous with no force feedback. During the asynchronous conditions, the
movements performed at the master device were delayed by 500 ms before
being transmitted to the slave device (factor delay: synchronous or asyn-
chronous). A ‘‘virtual back’’ in front of participants was created in order to
have a mechanical stop (occurring synchronously or asynchronously) to
the touch that the participant received on the back (factor force feedback:
force or no force).

(B) Ratings for illusory touch and control questions are shown. Note that
illusory self-touch is significantly larger in the synchronous versus asyn-
chronous condition (p < 0.01) and also significantly larger than ratings of
the control items (p < 0.01).
(C) Participants showed a drift in self-location toward the virtual back
(toward the fingertip) that was larger during the synchronous than asynchro-
nous conditions (p < 0.01) and was larger in the condition with versus
without somatosensory force feedback to the participants’ fingertip (p <
0.05) (Movie S2). Self-location was quantified using the mental ball throwing
task, during which participants were asked to estimate (by pressing a but-
ton) the time that a ball they were holding in their hands would take to reach
the wall if they were to throw it (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
The condition in which five subjects spontaneously noted a FoP is indicated
with an arrow.
Error bars show the SEM.
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for the FoP and link a phenomenon that appears strange and
complex at first sight to basic mechanisms of sensorimotor
signal integration in a cortical network centering in frontopar-
ietal cortex and to a prominent account of positive symptoms
in schizophrenia. Apart from explaining a fascinating phenom-
enon and its potential clinical impact, the present data reveal
the fine balance between the distributed cortical brain mecha-
nisms in humans that generate the experience of ‘‘self’’ and
‘‘other,’’ which, if distorted, give rise to the FoP.

Supplemental Information

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Proce-
dures, two figures, one table, and three movies and can be found with this
article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2014.09.049.
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Figure 3. Robotically Induced FoP in Studies 3 and 4

(A) FoP questions, touched-by-other questions, illusory self-touch ques-
tions, and control questions are shown. As predicted, during asynchronous
stimulation, participants experienced another person standing behind them
(FoP; p < 0.01), touching them (touched by other; p < 0.01). As in study 2,
synchronous stimulation induced illusory self-touch (p < 0.01).
(B) A significant difference in self-location was found between the asynchro-
nous (backward direction, associated with FoP) and synchronous condition
in study 3 (p < 0.05; Movie S3).
(C) Number of people (0–4) that participants judged as being close to them
(the following question was asked: ‘‘how many people do you feel close to
you?’’; person numerosity task) during synchronous and asynchronous
sensorimotor stimulation. As predicted, participants reported a significantly
higher number of people during the FoP condition (asynchronous) than the
synchronous condition (p < 0.01). Note that during the experiment, nobody
was ever close to the participants.
Error bars show the SEM.
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Questions

• What are necessary conditions to 
extend our body to the robot?
– Types of sensory feedback
– Temporal delay or distortion in the 

feedback

• How does the experience of the 
extended-self modify our body image?
– Different affordance of objects

• What is the role of actions in perceiving the extended self?
– With action vs. without action conditions
– Similar to tool use


